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1> Who wrote the well-know novella that tells the story of a London lawyer 

named John Gabriel Utterson who investigates strange occurrences between his 
old friend, Dr Henry Jekyll and Edward Hyde? 

 
2> What is the only country in the world that starts with an "O"? 

 
3> What class of animals do snakes belong to? 

 
4> The longest cave system in the world can be found in the U.S. state of 

Kentucky. What is it called? 
 

5> In what U.S. State would you find the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Cedar Point 
Amusement Park and William McKinley's Tomb? 

 
6> In what literary work would you find the character named Griffin, a young 

scientist? 
 

7> What are the first three words of the United States' Constitution? 
 

8> What TV show from the early seventies focused on the day-to-day life of a 
large family united when two widowed people married? 

 
9> Known in India as the Father of the Nation, how did Gandhi die in 1948? 

 
10> On the 1st of September 1939, the German invasion of what country started 

World War II? 
 

11> In what year did man first walk on the moon? 

 
12> Which word is the closest in meaning to the word "abash" - Shame, Joy or 

Anger? 
 

13> Who is credited with the following quote, "Never in the field of human 
conflict was so much owed by so many to so few."? 
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14> What sport uses a ball and mallets, and is played on horseback? 

 
15> What board game has each player controlling 40 pieces that represent 

individual officers and soldiers in an army? 
 

 
 

Answers:  
 

1> Robert Louis Stevenson - Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde was first 
published in 1886.  

2> Oman - Oman is located in Asia.  
3> Reptiles - Reptiles are cold-blooded.  

4> Mammoth Cave - The official name of the cave system is the Mammoth-Flint 
Ridge Cave System.  

5> Ohio - The state's capital and largest city is Columbus.  
6> The Invisible Man - Written by H. G. Wells, it was published in 1897.  

7> We the people - The first ten amendments are known as the Bill of Rights.  
8> The Brady Bunch - The series starred Robert Reed, Florence Henderson and 

Ann B. Davis.  
9> Shot to Death - On 30 January 1948, Gandhi was shot just before he was 

about to lead a prayer meeting.  
10> Poland - Although the exact number is unknown, the war resulted in 50 

million to 70 million fatalities.  
11> 1969 - Neil Armstrong walked on the moon on July 20, 1969.  

12> Shame - Means to make ashamed or uneasy.  
13> Winston Churchill - From a wartime speech made on the 20th of August, 

1940.  
14> Polo - The objective of polo is to score goals against an opposing team.  

15> Stratego - The object of the game is to find and capture the opponent's Flag. 
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